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We all know that means the Hollywood smile. 

But, what is the situation with smiles under water?

A detailed answer of this important question in this funny 
story.
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Once we…



…with  

our friend,



…were looking at a crocodile’s bad teeth 
and thought: “Which animal or fish has 

the most beautiful teeth and smile?”



To figure this 

out on the land 

we visited our 

friend Chucky 

and payed him 

in bananas 

for the all 

investigation 

in advance.



After that, we wanted to make  
the same offer to our underwater friend Ian.  

But, his eyes bulged and he categorically  
refused to do this work. 



In this case, we had to take  
this job ourselves.
To start, we built  

a small submarine,



…after that, we selected a right course,



…and then set off on our journey.



The first one to meet us was a chatty 
Trigger. Right away, he started to assure 
us that he had the most beautiful teeth 
underwater. We had some doubts about 

that so continued our journey. 



On our way,  

we honestly 

tried to take  

a look in every 

mouth…



…all shapes 

and sizes.



Sometimes in order to make  
the underwater inhabitants  

open their mouths, we needed 
to surprise them…



…and sometimes had to give 
them a good shake.



Sometimes we came across harmless  
silent creatures which didn’t want  

to open their mouths no matter what. 



We honestly tried to examine  
every mouth on our way starting 

from the smallest ones… 



…and finishing with big,



…and even the biggest.



Anyway, had we not met an old wise Napoleon,  
we wouldn’t have advanced that much  

in the search. (With quite good teeth, by the way!)  
He was the one who told us about a cave where,  

according to him, was something  
that we were looking for.



We headed 

there imme

diately and  

soon were  

at the place.



Indeed,  

the incredible  

whiteness 

of the cave’s 

inhabitant’s  

teeth bedaz

zled us!



And such happy 

“whiteteethed 

creatures” were 

quite a few.



However, having taken a look closer, 
we realized that the curvature  

of their teeth all spoiled. 



My friend and I decided to help them and offered 
the help of one diverdentist that we knew.  

The reaction of the “whiteteethed creatures” wasn’t 
joyous after all. Perhaps they had never heard 

of the famous Hollywood smile? We though it might 
not be a bad idea to show them a couple of photos…



After that cave  
we unanimously  

decided to go back home.



It was neces

sary to think 

everything  

over in a calm 

place and  

draw up some  

new plans.  

The world 

is full of the 

unknown!



For example, we have always been 
curious why kangaroos jumping 

on water only near purple houses. 



Or why does the ocean start to foam 
whenever we don’t go under water  

for a long time. All in all,  
we had quite a few questions.



Another important conclusion that we 
made was: “Don’t ever enter into an agree
ment with a possums!” When we returned 

to our “friend” Chucky he looked as if 
he was seeing us for the first time.  



After that, he invited his girlfriend  
and cheekily started to dine  

with her in front of us.  
Unbelievable rudeness!
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